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Abstract: Social work is a multi-dimensional and contradictory field of practice, which often leads to theoretical confusion. Another tendency within social work today is the development of an evidence-based practice. This kind of social engineering, together with the theoretical confusion, might lead to the reproduction and strengthening of dominant discourses and perspectives. Pointing out the need for critical theory to transgress and resist hegemonic practices, the article aims to present ideas on how to theoretically position social work practice within a framework of critical theory. The question is how to combine an ambition to develop suitable methods and to anchor social work in a sound social-scientific context with critical theories concerning, for instance, gender, ethnicity, and class. It is suggested that a movement towards a more deconstructive and reflexive mode of thinking and practicing social work, ‘doing social work’, would enable the field to become more ethical and reflexive.
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INTRODUCTION

Feminists and postcolonial theorists have formulated a massive critique of social work, accusing it both of being gender blind and of neglecting critical perspectives on power, ethnicity, and the social situation of immigrants (Herz & Johansson, 2011). An increasing number of academic studies on these issues show that social work practices often are influenced by stereotypical views on gender and ethnicity (Burck & Gwyn, 1995; Dominelli, 2008; Sue, 2006).

Although a critical tradition in social work has a long history, often known as critical social work, it has often focused mainly on creating awareness among, and strengthening, clients (Fook, 2002) or sometimes on how to work directly with clients (Englar-Carlson & Shepard, 2005; White, 2004). In order to be able to meet the challenges stated above, our framework is directed toward producing change in the social worker’s thinking, and to seek a possible convergence between critical social work and evidence-based practice (EBP). What we are suggesting is a development towards a meta-reflexive way of thinking, where social workers examine their own work. This differs from other critical approaches which often seem to completely seek to reject and replace EBP (Fook & Gardner, 2007; Pease & Fook, 1999). Another reason for this need is the appearance of new emerging challenges.

One such emerging challenge is the strong tendency within social work to develop evidence-based and scientific methods, methodologies, and approaches to social problems. This kind of social engineering often leads to an ambition to promote certain methods and methodologies singled out as superior, and to discard ‘unscientific’ methods. While this may very well be a necessary way to proceed in a field of practice and research populated by a diversity of methods and approaches,
there is also a risk that critical methods and alternative ways of working with social problems are thrown out with the bathwater. As we know, social engineering and critical theory are not compatible perspectives – rather the opposite (Marcuse, 1964). Whereas social engineering often leads to the reproduction and strengthening of dominant discourses and perspectives, the ambition of critical theory is to transgress and resist hegemonic practices and ideologies.

Social work is deeply embedded in hegemonic practices, *taken-for-grantedness*, and everyday-life commonsense views. Therefore, it is even more important to reflect upon and constantly scrutinize this professional practice. Social work is to a great extent a normalizing practice (Payne, 2005; Payne, Adams, & Dominelli, 2002). Social workers are not on a mission to change society and resist power structures; nevertheless they do have to confront and reflect upon these structures. Their profession is therefore stuck between upholding societal norms and practices and needing to confront and change some of these structures. Feminist and postcolonial critiques of social work have focused on the strong tendencies of essentialism and naturalism inherent in this clinical field of practice.

In this article we will investigate and explore the potential conflict between, on the one hand, social engineering and evidence-based social work, and on the other, critical social work. We will suggest an alternative way to approach and deal with social work practice and theory. Our ambition is not to criticize the ambition to base social work on more firm scientific grounds, but to present some thoughts and considerations on how to develop theoretical and scientific approaches to social work as a critical practice.

This article is mainly a theoretical work, and we will use examples and pertinent literature in order to develop our thoughts. The purpose is to present some ideas about how to theoretically position social work practice within a framework of critical theory. How can we combine the ambition to develop suitable methods and to anchor social work in a sound social-scientific context with critical theories of gender, ethnicity, and class? Our position is that it is important to use a constructivist, contextual and societal approach to enable these questions.

Often an evidence-based, social engineered social work and a critical stance are kept and described as separated because of their built-in differences. For instance the first approach often focuses on the individual and lacks knowledge about the context; it also addresses knowledge as something essential regarding how subjects “are”. A critical approach on the other hand focuses on society and is based on context-awareness. The subject and society are seen as social, historical and cultural constructions (Herz & Johansson, 2011). Our ambition is to get these different approaches to converge by contributing to a development of increased self-criticism and reflexivity in social work.

We will explore this in three sections. First we develop our critique of contemporary fallacies and problems in the theory and practice of social work, after which we present and discuss theories of ‘doing’ as used in relation to, for instance, gender, ethnicity, families, and class. Thereafter follows a section in which we explore the possibility of introducing the concept of doing into social work; and the final section is devoted to the conclusions to be drawn from this critical exploration and reflection.
FALLACIES IN SOCIAL WORK

A strong tendency in contemporary social work is the movement towards a social practice based upon scientific evidence of what actually works. This has led to an increase of so-called evidence-based methods, systems, and manuals in social work practice (Blom, 2009). This development could be seen, to varying degrees, in countries like Sweden, Australia, England, Canada and in the USA (Gray, Plath & Webb, 2009; Kufeldt, Vachon, Simard, Baker, & Andrews, 2000; Wise, 2003). Criticism of this movement often concentrates on problems in measuring what really works. But some criticism has also been directed towards the neo-liberal individualization of ‘social problems’ that seems to follow upon the implementation of evidence-based practice (EBP) (Webb, 2001). Although it is by no means clear or uncontroversial what EBP is or how to interpret it (Morago, 2006; Payne, 2005), the requirement to implement EBP has in part had some real consequences. One such primary consequence is what could be called the increase of a manual-based social work. These manuals and systems are based on specific theoretical assumptions regarding both the individual and society (Garrett, 1999a, 1999b, 2002; Herz & Johansson, 2011). The underlying theoretical assumptions are often barely mentioned and they are definitely not elaborated or visible in the different methods of measuring the effects of social work (Socialstyrelsen, 2006). In Britain the so-called Munro report, on behalf of the department for education, recently presented its final report. The report argues for a move away from these kinds of assessments often used as part of EBP. Instead it is a clear push towards the use of locally emerged knowledge and the social work expertise. Rather than using systems increasing rules, prescription, and bureaucratisation, Munro advocates social workers meeting with children and families, and the profession’s own development of knowledge and skills (Munro, 2011). This critique and the upcoming work in Britain are interesting and might even lead towards a social work where parts of the problems we suggest here can be avoided. However, many systems, manuals, and methods are still in use, and the future social work implied in the report still needs to take these fallacies into account.

In social work, materials that are in use and are considered evidence-based often are based upon psychological or psychiatric knowledge. This tendency reflects a psychologization of society at large (Johansson, 2006, 2007, 2008; Rose, 1999). In itself this need not be a problem, but it does seem to shift the focus of social work more or less exclusively towards the level of the individual. ‘Social problems’ are seen as personal shortcomings and therefore as best addressed on an individual level. This eventually leads to other levels that affect different individuals’ social lives, such as positional and structural levels, being diminished or even completely forgotten (Herz & Johansson, 2011).

Social work has been criticized for strengthening a static, ‘traditional’, and sometimes even repressive view on positional power-asymmetries, such as for instance gender, sexuality, and ethnicity (Burck & Gwyn, 1995; Dominelli, 2002, 2004, 2008; Sue, 2006). Others have criticized social work’s lack of interest in the impact structural issues actually have on people’s lives (Järvinen & Mik-Meyer, 2003; Mik-Meyer, 2004). The implementations of EBP in social work risk further reinforcing this development. Many of the manuals and systems that are being used lack a critical view of positional factors and tend to ignore structural impact. Instead, evidence-based methods are supposed to work more or less regardless of the impact
of structural circumstances (see Ward, 2000, on the supposed universality of the Looking After Children System, LACS, and the criticism by Garrett, 1999a, 1999b, 2002).

Social work is performing on the one hand moralizing work on the behalf of society, and on the other hand supportive work with individuals, groups, and on the societal level. Given this background it is hard or even impossible to ignore the demands for evidence-based social work, since one of its tasks is to present good results. But on the other hand, there is a risk that unwanted effects – such as strengthening gender-relations that do not mesh with gender-equal opportunity policies – will be reproduced. One such example is how gender is handled in the widely used system Looking After Children (LAC or sometimes LACS), in which it is stated that children need positive same-sex role-models to develop a positive identity (Horwath, 2000; Socialstyrelsen, 2006). This idea tends to strengthen rather static images of gender, and has been heavily criticized by feminist researchers (Hicks, 2006). It is important to remember that all knowledge is constructed in a political and historical context, and the systems, manuals, and tools used in social work are, of course, no exception (Nylund & Nylund, 2003). The systems and manuals therefore contain theoretical assumptions about, for instance, gender, ethnicity, and other positional power asymmetries. This means that it is important to retain a critical stance in social work.

There is clearly a rift between on the one side more psychologically influenced and evidence-based social work and on the other side structural and critical social work. While structural social work obviously integrates a structural level into practical social work, and critical social work further includes a positional level, these levels are often lacking in more psychologically influenced social work. Social work faces the challenge of integrating, for instance, EBP-models with a more critical approach to different levels of analysis.

The literature in the field of social work sometimes approaches this gap between individually-oriented social work and critical social work. However, it is seldom properly analysed (Payne, 2005). Often the various different approaches to social work are presented and the reader is left with a simple choice of which theory or method to use in different situations. One way to begin loosening this tension could be to introduce the concept of ‘doing’ within social work. In the next section we will turn our attention to theories on doing gender, ethnicity, class, and families before returning to how this concept could be put to use in social work practice.

DOING INSTEAD OF BEING

The phrase ‘doing gender’ was originally coined in an article by Candace West and Don Zimmerman in the 1980s (West & Zimmerman, 1987). Initially this term/concept was developed within the fields of symbolic interactionism and ethnomethodology. The term ‘doing’ conveyed the socially constructed nature of gender. Rather than viewing gender as something fixed, as being, gender and sexuality were seen as ongoing processes of doing. These authors, however, are still working within the paradigm of gender differences. There is a marked difference, for example, between West and Zimmerman’s concept of doing and Judith Butler’s concept of doing gender. In a recent article, West and Zimmerman (2009) comment upon the historical development of the concept. Although they celebrate its manifold
uses and elaborations within feminist theory, they also reaffirm that gender cannot be
totally undone, with reference to Judith Butler’s use of undoing gender, though it can
be *redone*. The structures responsible for upholding a specific way of doing gender
cannot be fully eradicated, but it is possible to develop less oppressive ways of doing
gender (Connell, 2010). When Butler talks about undoing gender she talks about a re-
articulation of gender as something new that includes groups of people previously
excluded from normative assumptions of gender (Butler, 2004). The main difference
between the two seems to lie in to which degree how we do gender could change.

Reading the literature on ‘doing gender’ is actually quite confusing. An entire
issue of *Gender & Society* was recently devoted to the concept of ‘doing’
(Messerschmidt, 2009). In fact, many nuances and versions of the concept and its
application are used in gender studies. Sometimes it is used to designate quite stable
processes of ‘doing’ gender, and at other times we find it twisted to denote a more
radical transformation, with both ‘undoing’ and ‘redoing’ of gender. In short, our take
on ‘doing’ is that these kinds of tools and concepts make it possible to focus on
processes and on the ongoing construction of gender. It is, of course, possible to
similarly speak of ‘doing family’ or ‘doing class’, for instance. The charm of the
concept mainly lies in its ability to capture movement, processes, and the flavour of
transformations in everyday life. When using the concept of doing, we also get closer
to the actual processes going on in families and the intimate sphere of everyday life.

Before returning to the question of the connection between the concept of doing
and social work, we will introduce a possible model and way of discussing and
analysing processes of doing at different levels. We will use the concept in a much
wider sense than is the case in gender theory. Doing will here be a part of different
processes of constructing and doing gender, class, ethnicity, family, and so on. This
makes it possible to understand doing as vertically differentiated; in other words,
doing must be understood as something layered and comprising different analytical
levels. Of course, these levels influence and affect each other. Moreover, doing also
has to be understood as differentiated horizontally with different positions being
made differently. Finally, doing takes place within a framework consisting of
everyday reflexivity.

Some appraisals of the concept of ‘doing’, however, have viewed it as neglecting
structural injustice. Fraser (2007) for instance, points out the importance of a ‘two-
dimensional approach to gender justice’. By that she means that one cannot merely
focus on recognition (i.e. identity politics) without also theorizing distribution (i.e.
differentiated status based on gender). We consider it important to take both
dimensions into account simultaneously – to pay attention to structural injustice at the
same time as you pay attention to the subject standing in front of you – but without
needing to assume that either of these two levels is the determinant. Both structural as
well as individual gender relations are still being made and are constantly a part of
‘doing’, though sometimes in different ways. They both have to be analysed like this
in order not to risk strengthening and reproducing undesired power-relations and
positions. Our model of ‘doing’ therefore takes both levels into account.

Vertically, the concept of doing is understood through different analytical levels
(see Figure 1). At a cultural level, doing will be expressed in the form of *language
games* (Wittgenstein, 1953/1973). The identity process will be constituted by these
language games, and by the naming of different social and cultural phenomena.
Through language, and in a performative fashion, sexuality, gender, and identity are constructed. Bodies are not merely described – in language and by naming – they are also constituted and constructed (Butler, 1990, 2004). At a social level, doing is expressed as social interaction. When we meet people face-to-face, we also become part of a social game in which bodies, movements, and contact between different people lead to certain scenarios. At this level, identity takes the form of different rituals (Collins, 1997). These rituals are, of course, also constituted and developed in language games, but they are also social in the sense of being a rudimentary form of social exchange preceding the creation of groups, organizations, and institutional settings. Finally, we also have physical aspects of doing. Doing, to a great extent, is also a bodily phenomenon. Through movements in space, clashes between bodies, and the identity process of embodiment, practices are also very physical and concrete (Ahmed, 2004, 2007). These three different levels certainly interact and make up complex patterns of doing.

**Figure 1: Different Levels of “Doing”**

However, different positions are being done differently. This means that apart from understanding the different levels of doing, we also have to understand and know about the different power-relations connected to positions, such as gender, class, ethnicity, race, or sexuality. The reason is that different positions are constructed, staged, and embodied differently. Gender, and more importantly differences based upon gender (such as femininity and masculinity), are in many ways connected to bodily differences, as might not be the case with sexuality, for instance. When walking through town, the act of doing difference based on gender
may more easily crystallize through practices and embodiments such as style, clothes, or hair. Doing differences based on sexuality could manifest itself in another way. A form to be filled out at the local social services office that is marked ‘the man’s signature’ and ‘the woman’s signature’ could instead point at sexuality, and not first and foremost at gender, although they are of course interrelated.

Differences and power-asymmetries based on race are also done differently than those based on class, for example (Mattsson, 2010). In addition, this means that we might need different theories to understand and be able to analyse different positions. To be able to understand gender we need to turn to feminist research and theories on ‘doing gender’; to comprehend ethnicity and race, we might have to go to postcolonial research and its attendant theories. This should not be read as meaning that doing gender is completely separated from doing ethnicity, family, or sexuality. On the contrary, positions are intersectionally connected to each other, interrelate with each other, and could both strengthen certain patterns as well as eclipse each other (Crenshaw, 1989, 1991; Staunæs, 2003; Yuval-Davies, 2007). For instance, gender and race could reinforce certain power-relations and thereby, for example, affect black women’s lives and opportunities in a specific way (Hill Collins, 1998), while in other situations one position could be given more importance than the other.

The reason for distinguishing between different levels of doing is first and foremost to put the concept in relation to different theories of the construction of identity and practices. In doing this, we will promote a multilayered understanding of doing social work. This will help us to discern and analyse different aspects of social practices and attempts to intervene in social life. The reason for bringing doing into social work practices is that this will lead to better and richer analyses of the complex work being done. Doing is a part of everyday life reflexivity, and thus instead of locking ourselves into a certain understanding of situations, people, and ‘social problems’, we will be able to set social reality and social practices in motion. By implementing this perspective on doing, we will also find better ways of dealing with ‘social problems’. Social problems are not stable phenomena, but instead are defined, constructed, and named. What we are dealing with, briefly stated, are social processes of doing social work.

**DOING SOCIAL WORK**

Social worker 1: He’s a boy, for starters.

Boss: mmm

Social worker 1: Everyone knows about the case, right? We don’t have to say too much about their background. So, where should we start?

Social worker 2: Alright, risk-factors... on an individual level. Ok, he is a boy. Actually we don’t know that much more about him.

Social worker 1: He’s been a problem at school.

Social worker 2: Mmm. He has difficulties at school.

Social worker 1: That was improving, just before his mom passed away, but now... we don’t know

Social worker 2: Is it that he’s having difficulties learning, and such?
Social worker 1: Not that we... No, he hasn’t had any problems relating to people and stuff like that

Boss: Easy relating to people, does that mean he is a nice boy?

Social worker 1: He is a bit of a tough kid. Well, he looks trendy and is most likely good-looking in the eyes of his girl peers. Or, well, you might say [...] It depends on who’s looking at him, because an older person might think he’s a brash, cool guy, you know, with a cap sidewize with some brand-name on it and a hoodie. So I don’t know, you might.

This conversation took place at a social services office during a meeting about a young boy under consideration for an intervention by the social services. The quote shows how different positions interrelate and are used by the social workers to make an assessment in the case. At this meeting, the social workers used two different but compatible evidence-based systems, BBIC ('Barns Behov i Centrum', the Swedish version of the British 'Looking After Children System', LACS) and Ester. Ester is a system for assessing young people’s risk of developing antisocial behaviour (Andershed & Andershed, 2010). We will not dwell on the systems themselves, but rather point out some interesting statements and conceptions they are based on. After doing this we will suggest how the concept of ‘doing social work’ could be of help in avoiding some of the pitfalls an uncritical and unreflexive approach to positional power-asymmetries might entail.

First of all, gender is being highlighted. The fact that, biologically, the client is a young male is made important and is treated as synonymous with being at risk. When the social worker stresses that the client is a boy, this is noted on a whiteboard by the supervisor under the heading of ‘risk’. One reason why the social workers put so much emphasis on this is that the assessment-system Ester states that boys are more likely to be exposed to and get involved with antisocial behaviour (Andershed & Andershed, 2010). Even if this may be statistically valid in general, on an individual level the social workers’ assessments and decisions based on this assumption might lead to these constructions of masculinity being constantly reproduced. For example, boys in Sweden receive treatment and other interventions to a greater extent than girls (Brunberg, 2002). An assumption of risk based solely on gender might cause this imbalance to continue or even grow.

Later in the conversation, another aspect of different power relations based on positions is brought up. First they say the boy is good looking in the eyes of female peers. This is a heteronormative assumption, based on the conception that attraction solely occurs between men and women (Butler, 2004). The boy is considered beautiful in the eyes of girls, not other boys. But then something further happens, when the social worker adds age as a factor. Now, the boy might not be seen as beautiful anymore, but instead as arrogant, cool, and maybe a bit cocky. Here the combination of different positions creates different assessments. One possible reason why appearance is given so much attention in the discussion could be because it is stressed as an important factor in both the Swedish BBIC and the British LACS, for instance regarding clients’ awareness of how other people might perceive their looks (Department of Health, 2000).

The above example shows us how different positions, such as age and gender, might be used and interpreted differently. The manuals and systems used for the
assessments provide the social workers with statistical information and point them in
certain directions regarding questions to ask and possible outcomes. By doing so, and
by not going any further than this point they might lead to certain notions of, in this
case, gender and age being reproduced. For instance, the belief that boys, because of
their biological self, need more support to avoid developing anti-social behaviour
might in itself lead to an increase in statistics on boys coming to the attention of the
social services. Therefore, social work needs to develop a more dynamic view of
gender, race, ethnicity, sexuality, and other positions.

When engaging in ‘doing social work’, these above-mentioned assumptions must
therefore be put into context and analysed as being parts of constructions on different
levels; and most importantly, as being precisely that: constructions. What on one
level seems to be clear, could under the influence of another be understood as exactly
the opposite, or rather, as something complex and fluid.

We will suggest that social work needs to turn towards a view of theory and
practice as being part of everyday reflexivity. Instead of relying heavily on
psychological conceptions and stable notions of personality/identity, we would like to
see a movement in the direction of processes and reflexivity. By introducing the
concept of doing social work, we aim to promote changes in how social workers
approach, evaluate, and assess ‘social problems’. Instead of taken-for-granted social
appearances and behaviors, we propose that social workers use a process perspective,
and focus on bodily practices, social interaction, and language games.

While race, gender, age, sexuality, and class, for example, are often treated as
stable categories, almost as parts of a personality, we suggest that these ‘categories’
are constantly evaluated, deconstructed, and put into motion. Doing social work
would then be a demanding social practice, with critical and ongoing discussions
about changes at the physical, social, and cultural levels as an important tool and
practice. Through questions such as: ‘What does gender mean here?’ ‘What is a
modern family?’ and ‘What does cultural difference mean?’, we could set social work
in motion.

This means that social work needs to develop a practice in which critical
evaluations are a part of everyday social work. By raising reflexive questions on the
meaning of positions such as gender, and actively relating to different notions of
these positions, social work could avoid static assumptions that can lead to an
unreflective reproduction of positions. When analysing and questioning different
approaches to, for instance, ‘doing family’, and putting this into the context of the
current client’s life, it is possible to both acknowledge differences on a structural
level and differences in people’s approaches to these discourses.

By doing this it is also possible to avoid the trap pointed out by Fraser (2007)
above: to either presume that people unreflectively live their lives in conformity with
structural elements; or to do the opposite: to believe that people can live their lives
free from the influence of the same elements. Instead, our concept of ‘doing social
work’ makes possible a reflexive analysis of how the client, under the influence of
different levels, does gender, for instance.

Doing social work means being in constant contact with everyday reflexivity, and
being prepared to engage in critical discussions on processes. This would be a vital
and highly relevant alternative to the sometimes careless use of categories and the problems of reification that trouble the profession.

What we are suggesting is a development towards a meta-reflexive way of thinking, where social workers put their own practice under the microscope. Categories of differences and power-asymmetries have to be understood theoretically through different analytical levels, not as static notions. Gender could for instance be given different significance depending on which level; bodily, societal or cultural, and how it is being related to other categories. Through the use of a meta-reflexive approach, social work might be able to set static notions in motion, towards a social work more sensitive towards changes and differences.

CONCLUSIONS

Our ambition has been to identify, investigate, and explore some dubious developments within social work. We also had the purpose to suggest and develop a method to use for a reflexive approach to practice. Our center of attention has therefore been on the social workers themselves, suggesting the development of a meta-reflexive approach. This, of course, does not mean that our proposal in extension cannot get clients to benefit as well.

The critique thus serves as a starting point for the development of a reflexive mode of thinking about and relating to social work practice. In order to counteract tendencies towards individualization, fragmentation, and psychologization – however weak or strong these are in different settings – we have introduced the concept of doing social work. Instead of locking social workers into certain conceptual frameworks and notions of being a social worker, we suggest a movement towards a more deconstructive and reflexive mode of thinking and performing social work. Further we also suggest that this way of reflexive thinking and performing also could be employed by social workers who already make use of postmodern and critical approaches. This could somewhat be seen as a way of work compatible with the results from the British Munro-report, changing focus from “a compliance to a learning culture” (Munro, 2011, p. 129).

Contemporary social work faces a number of challenges, the first of which being the above-mentioned criticism that it strengthens specific hegemonic notions of positions, for instance gender. Another is the implementation of evidence-based social work, which presents new challenges like the requirement of measurability and the sometimes static positions that may be adopted to meet this requirement. These parallel developments increase the importance of developing a form of social work that does not rely on imaginative or common assumptions regarding people’s identities and lives. Instead of locking people into static positions and closed identities, ‘doing social work’ makes it possible to develop a truly ethical and reflexive position and a new professional identity.

Another challenge for contemporary social work is to meet the demands of a more solid scientific practice. However, it is equally important that social work find ways of keeping an ongoing critical discussion alive, on what evidence is and what effects it can have. The question is how to combine the ambition to anchor social work in this sound scientific context with critical theories concerning, for instance, gender, ethnicity, and class. We suggest that a movement towards a more
deconstructive and reflexive mode of thinking and practising social work, ‘doing social work’, would enable the field to become more ethical and reflexive.
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1 The quote is taken from one of the authors’ ongoing PhD-thesis on how gender and ethnicity are made, used, and understood in social work. This specific quote was collected during an ethnographic study conducted in 2010 at a meeting with a group of social workers responsible for conducting investigations in a municipality in Sweden. The use of the BBIC-system (equivalent to the British LAC System) is common in Sweden, and the state supports the implementation ([www.socialstyrelsen.se](http://www.socialstyrelsen.se)). The Ester-system, however, is relatively new, but the number of municipalities using it is steadily increasing ([www.ester-bedomning.se](http://www.ester-bedomning.se)).